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Abstract—Social scientists often gather large amounts of sensitive data. Unlike some medical-related datasets, these social science datasets tend to be sparse and high-dimensional. This dimensionality increases the possibility that participants in the dataset provide answer patterns that characterize them in unique ways. Although at this stage the vulnerabilities involved remain to be established, it is possible that these unique characterizations enable individuals to be linked to external data in ways that may not have been previously considered. Thus, ‘uniquifiability’ may increase identifiability, and this may mean that traditional approaches to de-identifying data, such as fulfilling HIPPA requirements, may not be sufficient for preventing the re-identification of participants in large social science datasets. In this project, we evaluate the statistical characteristics of a large social science dataset to better understand how unique features impact privacy. Our preliminary results show that 36% of the participants within the dataset are unique even when considering only one data attribute.

I. INTRODUCTION

Datasets such as hospital records tend to include very small numbers of fields, such as name, date, complaint, and diagnosis. Social science datasets, including those collected by the Kinsey Institute for Research in Sex, Gender, and Reproduction, have comparatively high-dimensional data. Each participant may be asked to answer many questions on various surveys, increasing the amount of information available per individual, and making it easier to correlate attributes to extract data and identify individuals. Our work and main contribution focuses on determining what Kinsey data fields an adversary could use to re-identify survey participants. We do this in order to understand the properties of the data so that we can find the best way to protect it and the participants who provided it and maintain the utility for which the data were gathered. Although our analyses focus on one specific type of dataset, relevant to sexual health research, we hope that our current approach is applicable to social science datasets in general, and we will be continuing work in that direction.

The conventional wisdom for anonymizing data to protect an individual’s privacy is that if we remove certain pieces of information, data cannot be linked to a specific person. The current standard for preserving the privacy of participants within human health data is HIPAA Safe Harbor. To avoid stringent authorization requirements of data sharing and usage, Safe Harbor requires that data be ‘de-identified’ by removing 18 identifiers [4]. These identifiers include birthdates and any age information for those over 89, geographic locations finer than state, various identifying numbers such as license or insurance plan numbers, emails, IPs, facial photographs, etc. After data have been de-identified per Safe Harbor, they can be processed and shared based on the assumption that doing so does not expose subjects to re-identification attacks.

In addition to the 18 identifiers, HIPPA Safe Harbor also requires the removal of “any other unique, identifying characteristic or code”. We propose that almost any type of information could fall under that last provision. Outside knowledge has been found to be a threat to ‘anonymized’ datasets [2]. Prior anonymity research, such as k-anonymity [3], assumes that an adversary trying to identify a participant within a dataset has access to very limited outside knowledge, such as voter registration records or other publicly-available government datasets. l-diversity [1] more directly addresses questions relevant to outside knowledge, but still limits it to very identifying information in the same vein as public datasets. However, in the age of social networks and rampant self-reporting of sensitive and/or identifying information, such assumptions are unfounded.

II. RESULTS

Preliminary results using a Kinsey Institute dataset suggests that almost any attribute can be a quasi-identifier; that is, in combination with other attributes, a participant can be found to be unique. Even answers to simple and general multiple choice questions can be combined to uniquify1 participants.

We analyzed the data to answer the following questions:

- How many participants are unique in various combinations of fields?

1 The term ‘uniquifiy’ is introduced here in reference to the reduction of the query population to a single participant. A participant’s answers to a survey question or set of survey questions is unique if he or she is the only person with those specific answers.
Table 1 summarizes our preliminary results and shows that even when considering only two data fields, over 50% of the participants within the dataset are unique. Many times participants have more than twenty separate unique answer combinations. To determine uniqueness, we compare each participants’ answers to every other participants’ answers. Combinations are unique if the combination of both answers is unique, not if both in the combination are singly unique. Answers for which a participant is singly unique are not considered in combination analysis because all combinations with such answers would be trivially unique.

III. CONTINUING AND FUTURE WORK

Our analyses are ongoing and we have analyzed an additional Kinsey dataset and the effects of dataset partitioning. We have looked into and will continue to investigate how survey development, such as trying to get normally distributed results, affects uniquification rates. We will also look at combinations of three answers with an eye towards a possible 100% uniquification rate.

In the future, we will explore whether unique features may increase the probability of re-identification of individuals. We believe that, at the very least, people accurately self-report their identities online, making access to more reliable government databases unnecessary. If one can connect data from an accessible Kinsey dataset to an online identity, such self-reported data could provide an avenue for re-identification of survey participants. Additionally, we plan to investigate whether our results will be applicable to other social science datasets and fields. If social science datasets share re-identification properties, we can develop protection models and mechanisms that can be applied broadly.
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